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Paul
By Jeff Skiles

I intentionally waited to pen this column. I wanted to let a few
months pass and allow the dust to settle. I wished that the accolades
of a life well spent would be celebrated and that the glowing words of
praise would be absorbed and reflected upon by the hundreds of thousands who knew him. I wanted to make sense of my own memories of
Paul before conveying them here. But now that time has come.
Paul was an ever-present force at EAA, the founder, the
leader of leaders, a one-man representation of all that makes
EAA great. Paul was a warbird flier, a homebuilder and aircraft
designer, a restorer of antiques, an air show performer, and an
embodiment of the spirit of light-sport aircraft and ultralights in
his homebuilt designs and even his very aeronautical beginnings
flying his Waco glider.
In support of all of this, Paul could often be found touring the
grounds at AirVenture in his Volkswagon, Red One. He wanted to be
out among the EAA members and chapter leaders who together have
built EAA into what it is today. Paul was always happy to take the
time to talk to whoever might want to stop and chat with him. I can
remember sitting with him under a tree near the Theater in the
Woods. We talked of how people always want a picture but never
seem to know how to use their cameras. They’ll waste precious
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moments fiddling with gizmos to get an
image they will never use instead of just
talking to you and creating a more vibrant
and lasting memory. And, of course, one
photo only invites more as surrounding people are emboldened to the idea, and then,
Paul said, “But what are you going to do?”
As if to prove the point, a group of people
saw him and came over to ask for a picture;
he dutifully hoisted himself out of his seat
for a photo op while, as if on cue, they just
couldn’t seem to get their cameras to do
what they needed them to.
I liked to watch Paul interact with people. Paul’s greatest gift was with people, his
people, the EAA faithful. If I had to name
one quality in Paul that made him special it
would be that he treated everyone the same.
Whether you were famous, highborn, or
crawled your way up from poverty as he did,
you were all as one in Paul’s eyes. Every
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person who came before him was worthy of his
time and interest.
Growing up in Wisconsin I, of course, knew of
Paul Poberezny, but I didn’t get to know him as a
man until his last years of life. My memories of
Paul are personal and varied. I remember talking
to him on the main showcase ramp while waiting
for the arrival of the Airbus A380 in 2009. He was
sitting in Red One, and I was kneeling on the ramp
by his side trying to hear him over the din of jet
engines. He, as always, was talking about that
which was most important to him, his chapters
and the volunteers who made AirVenture a reflection of themselves.
Actually, Paul never used the term AirVenture
as others do, as if AirVenture was an entity unto
itself. Paul always called it “convention,” putting it
in its rightful place in the order of EAA. The annual
celebration of EAA members’ year-round innovation and accomplishment. In that view as in all
things, Paul was right.
I remember meeting with Paul in Champaign,
Illinois. I had flown my Waco there for Rudy
Frasca’s annual fly-in. For those of you who are
not from the Midwest, that was Paul’s fly-in in
his later years. Rudy Frasca and his sons were
close friends, and Paul had donated a couple of
his completed airplane restoration projects, a
PT-22 and a very early Fairchild 24 to be exact, to
the Frasca Museum.
As I found a parking spot on the grass, my propeller had hardly ticked to a stop before Paul came
driving up in his golf cart to talk. I don’t remember
what the conversation entailed, but it must have
been significant because shortly afterward Tom
Frasca, Rudy’s son, came up to me and said that
Paul would like me to fly his airplanes.
It was phrased more as a command than an
offer. When I said that it really wasn’t necessary,
Tom became a little more forthright and told me
that it would be easier on everybody if I did what
Paul wished. I got the message, and soon I was
climbing in the Fairchild with Mike Hoy, Paul’s
grandson by marriage. Mike is a very accomplished
homebuilder and pilot in his own right.
The flights in Paul’s aircraft were novel for me
because I have very little experience with opencockpit aircraft. The PT-22 in particular is certainly
a rich way to view the world. We could feel the
wind on our cheeks and smell the hot engine up
ahead pulling us through the sky. With Mike’s tutelage, I even managed to make a passable landing on
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the grass in front of the crowd. Since the
announcer was making a big deal about the
flight, no one was more surprised and
relieved than I.
Paul seemed to be waiting for this
moment, and as we came to a stop he
climbed onto the wing of the PT-22 beside
me. He wanted to talk about his time as a
training pilot during World War II in these
very aircraft. Paul didn’t go overseas in
World War II, rather he trained those who
did. In Arkansas I believe. I remember him
telling me that after the war a P-51 could be
had for $1,500, a T-6 for $800, and this humble PT-22 for a mere $500. “But,” he went
on, “who had $500?”
Our contact continued infrequently until
a couple of years ago when I began working
for EAA. I was in a meeting when Paul first
called me. He wanted to talk about something to do with the museum, for which I
had only recently taken responsibility. I
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decided this might go better face to face and
asked to come and see him. Given the fact
that he was Paul, I left the meeting and
headed off as if this were a papal appointment. I should have asked someone where
Paul’s office was located first.
Paul expected punctuality. If you had a
meeting scheduled with him at 10 a.m., he
was calling to see where you were at by
10:01! It took me awhile to find it, and sure
enough, when I finally appeared I was
greeted with a gruff, “You’re late.”
Paul’s office wasn’t in the headquarters
complex at all; it was on the grounds located
among the warren of small buildings down
around the Red Barn. It was a grand office
befitting someone of Paul’s stature. If a room
could reflect the man, this one did. When
you entered the vestibule, the first order was
to sign his appointment book. It was carefully placed on a counter right by the door
with a pen ready at hand. Everyone who

visited Paul signed in. The cleaning lady
signed in. His occasional secretary Renee
Elliott signed in. Paul himself signed in and
out of the office every day.
Paul’s office was large, with a conference
table, a sitting area with sofa and chairs
arranged before a fireplace, and his desk in
the corner. Certainly the office and entry
were every bit as big as the entire house that
I grew up in, but at the same time, it was
very simple, and the desk spoke volumes
about Paul. It was of good size, but it was
made from common plywood with a
Formica kitchen top. It was the perfect desk
for a man like Paul: larger than life, yet down
to earth, reflecting a man who had accomplished great things and yet in so doing
managed to preserve who he was and where
he came from.
The walls of his office were covered with
photographs of him and Audrey with important people—President Ford, John Denver,

Sen. Goldwater, and many, many more.
These photographs served as a history, a
chronicle of those who have made the pilgrimage to the mecca of aviation, but his desk
was where the important photographs were
kept. Scattered on top were various photographs from his Air National Guard career,
the very latest snapshots of his beloved great
granddaughter, “Charley-Girl,” and prominently in the center of the desk, facing
visitors, a bible.
Paul was a man of his era, strong and forthright. No nonsense, with little patience for
office politics. Paul liked hard work and building things of substance, whether they were an
airplane or an organization. But of course,
Paul particularly liked to build aircraft, and he
built right to the end. As he often said, homebuilding was about utilizing hand and mind,
and he used both to great advantage.
I began to come down once week just to
sit and spend time with Paul, to hear about

the early days and learn from Paul’s insight.
Maybe it’s just because Paul and I thought
exactly alike, but I found his firm belief in
members, chapters, and the bedrock purpose of EAA reassuring at a challenging time
for the organization.
Paul’s greatest skill, however, wasn’t in
flying or in the designing and building of
airplanes. Paul’s greatest skill was in understanding EAA members and the organization
that he created. Paul knew that EAA isn’t a
thing, but a movement. Paul understood that
every EAA member has a voice and that
leadership doesn’t occur by going your own
way. True leadership only occurs by bringing
people along with you and giving them
responsibility and ownership. As he often
said, “EAA’s not about the airplanes, it’s
about the people.”
EAA grew out of that first meeting at
Milwaukee’s Curtiss-Wright Field in 1953. At
first it was run by Paul and Audrey from their

basement office, and the first editions of
Experimenter were mailed from his over-large
mailbox. When their mailbox couldn’t hold
any more, they loaded up a neighbor’s mailbox, and then more mailboxes up and down
the street. A humble beginning for sure, and
yet Paul’s gift with people has built EAA into
an international aviation organization. Today
182,000 aviation enthusiasts count themselves as members, and more than 1 million
people have at one time or another held an
EAA membership card in their wallets, an
unbelievable legacy. Paul’s genius was in
building EAA to be not “his,” but “ours,” and
that is why it will continue and become even
greater as we move forward, with Paul’s guidance firmly in our memory.
We’ll miss you Paul, but we’ll make
you proud!
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